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Air Travel Seen as Safer; 
Public Ready to Pitch In 

 
Fear of air terrorism has declined since Sept. 11, people who’ve flown say 
overwhelmingly that security is better - and if the worst did happen, Americans by 2-1 
say they’d follow Todd Beamer’s example and fight airborne terrorists. 
 
Perhaps inspired by Beamer and his fellow passengers aboard United Airlines Flight 93, 
61 percent of Americans (especially men) say they’d stand and fight terrorists trying to 
take over their plane. Just 30 percent would leave it to “someone who’s better able to 
handle it.” 
 
                          Would you fight? 
                             Yes   61%  
                             No    30 
 
 
Hopefully, of course, it won’t be necessary - and there are positive signs. Among those 
who’ve flown since Sept. 11, 79 percent say airport security is better than it was 
previously, including 33 percent who say it’s much better. 
 
                         Have flown since 9/11 
            Security is: 
            Better (NET)          79%       
               Much better            33 
               Somewhat better        46 
            Same                  17 
            Worse                  2 
 
 
Better security begets lesser fear. Today 33 percent of Americans say they’re worried 
about air travel because of the risk of terrorism, down from 42 percent in October and 59 
percent two days after the Sept. 11 attacks. Just eight percent are now “very worried” 
about flying, down from 25 percent. 
 
Worries are lower still among recent travelers. Just 23 percent of people who’ve flown 
since Sept. 11 say they’re worried about flying, compared to 37 percent of those who 
haven’t flown. 
 
                                    Fear of flying 
                                Today   10/01   9/01       
                  Worried (NET)  33%     42      59 
                      Very          8      12      25 
                      Somewhat     25      30      35 
                  Not worried    64      56      40 
 
 



RISK? - The willingness of most air travelers to fight back may raise concerns about 
overreaction, but Americans themselves see inaction as a greater risk. Fifty-one percent 
say the bigger risk is that airplane passengers will not use force when it is necessary; 
fewer, one-third, say the bigger risk is that people will use force when it’s unnecessary. 
Interestingly, both fighters and non-fighters think the bigger risk is inaction.  
 
GROUPS - Women and older Americans are far more likely to say they’d leave the 
fighting to others. Just 44 percent of women would take action, compared to 80 percent 
of men; and 43 percent of those 65 and older would fight, compared to 64 percent of 
those who are younger.  
 
Women are 16 points more likely than men are to express a fear of flying because of the 
risk of terrorism; and people in the Northeast, where the Sept. 11 hijackings occurred, are 
more worried about flying than those in other parts of the country. 
 
                                    Would fight 
                              Men        80% 
                              Women      44 
 
                              Age: 
                                <64      64 
                                65+      43 
 
                             
                                  Worried about flying 
                              Men        25% 
                              Women      41 
 
                              Northeast  42 
                              Midwest    30 
                              South      35 
                              West       26 
 
 
METHODOLOGY - This ABC News.com survey was conducted by telephone Jan. 30 -
Feb. 3, 2002, among a random national sample of 1,029 adults. The results have a three-
point error margin. Sampling, data collection and tabulation by TNS Intersearch of 
Horsham, Pa. 
 
Analysis by Dalia Sussman. 
 
ABC News polls can be found at ABCNEWS.com on the Internet at: 
http://www.abcnews.com/sections/us/PollVault/PollVault.html  
 
Media Contact: Lauren Kapp, (212) 456-2478, lauren.kapp@abc.com 
 
Here are the full results: 
 
130. Are you personally worried about traveling by commercial airplane         
because of the risk of terrorism, or do you think the risk is not that         
great?                                                                         
                                                                               



           ---------Worried----------    Not       No                         
           NET      Very     Somewhat   Worried   opin.                       
2/3/02     33         8         25        64        3   
10/7/01    42        12         30        56        2                          
9/13/01    59        25         35        40        1 
 
 
131. Have you flown on a commercial airplane since September 11th or 
not? 
 
         Yes   No   No opinion 
2/3/02   23    77       * 
 
 
132. (If flown) Compared to flights you've taken before September 11, 
does airport security now seem better, worse, or about the same? (If 
better) Would you say airport security is much better or somewhat 
better? 
 
         --------Better------- 
         NET   Much   Somewhat  Worse   Same   No opin. 
2/3/02   79     33       46       2      17      1 
 
 
133. Say you were a passenger on an airplane and terrorists tried to 
take it over. Do you think you personally would try to fight with them, 
or would you leave that to someone who's better able to handle it? 
 
         Would try to fight   Would leave to someone else   No opin. 
2/3/02           61                       30                    9 
 
 
134. What do you think is a greater risk - that airplane passengers WILL 
use force against other passengers when it's NOT necessary, or that 
airplane passengers will NOT use force when it IS necessary? 
 
         Use force when    Not use force   Neither   Both   No  
         not necessary    when necessary    (vol)    (vol)  op. 
2/3/02         33               51            5        2    10 
 
 
***END*** 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 


